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GENERAL PRESENTATION AND GOALS
The outcome of this module is to present a model of group dynamics applied to class
management. We will deal with non-verbal management techniques to respond to
questions like: How do you capture the attention of the group and how do you retain it?
Participants will learn to use the full range of non-verbal management techniques
systematically to create an orderly environment conducive to learning.

COMPETENCES
By the end of this module, trainees should be able to:


Analyse and reflect on the basic elements that characterize the process of
acquiring and learning a foreign language



Develop and apply tools and strategies that allow for the implementation in the
classroom of different methodological approaches to meet the needs of different
contexts and educational levels



Understand the relationship between learning models, teaching methods and the
selection and design of materials and tasks



Understand the relationship between teaching models and assessment models and
tools



Design syllabi and teaching units within the curriculum that integrate the teaching
and learning of both language and contents, taking into account four basic
principles: the progression in learning content, the communicative use of language,
the development of cognitive skills and the development of students' cultural
awareness



Design syllabi and teaching units within the curriculum taking into account social,

educational and individual factors (age, attitude, aptitude, motivation, personality
and cognitive and learning style) involved in the teaching and learning of a foreign
language in secondary schools and foreign language schools


Adapt educational materials to the needs of their students and to the objectives of
syllabus and teaching unit design within the curriculum



Foster a positive atmosphere in the classroom to facilitate learning and to highlight
their students' contributions



Understand assessment as a tool to regulate and encourage their students' effort



Get to know and use Information and Communication Technology (ICT) as a
source of information for teaching English



Conduct systematic reflective teaching practice to come up with innovative
teaching experiences and to adapt their own teaching approach to the needs of
the educational system, the school context and their students



Design and conduct critical observation of teaching and learning processes within
the following areas: implementation of curriculum-based syllabi and teaching units;
class management; interactions among participants - both students and teachers -;
participants' perceptions of teaching and learning processes; the materials and
activities used, and their effect on such processes



Use suitable quality indicators to conduct critical analysis of the trainees' own
teaching approach



Identify problems related to the teaching and learning of English, and suggest
alternatives and solutions



Relate the processes and attitudes observed in the foreign language classroom
with the social context of the classroom and their students' personal characteristics



Design and develop educational assessment projects



Design and develop teaching innovation projects



Maintain an attitude of ethical commitment during any research conducted in
educational contexts



Develop the social skills necessary to conduct research processes in educational
contexts

METHODOLOGY
The model Group Mastery will be applied within the framework of a standard class cycle:
- focusing the attention of the group,
- retaining their attention while the teacher gives explanations,
- managing individual seatwork in class.
The teacher will demonstrate and comment on the techniques, practice will ensue in
groups, followed by feedback, with questions, clarifications and corrections.

TOPICS
1. Introduction to the group dynamics model Group Mastery, based on NLP.
2. Showing how Key Competences integrate within the proposed model.
3. Introduction of calibration to gauge the class group’s responses.
4. Demonstration of an effective system for presenting and managing information:
mind maps.
5. Discussion of a learning model.
6. Presentation of scientific evidence that supports the proposed model.

SYLLABUS
Session 1: The Model (2 hours): Module overview explanation of module assessment.
Presentation of the Group Mastery model. Demonstration of techniques to focus the
attention of the group, followed by a practice session and discussion. Background
information on Nlp and its learning models which will enable participants to assimilate the
module information more effectively and understand how their students will do so.
Understanding the integration of Key Competences in this management model.
Session 2: Presenting information (2 hours): Practice and theory of the first aspects of nonverbal behaviour and calibrating student feedback. Mind maps and their uses in
information presentation, memorisation, studying and their positive effect on group
management. Demonstration of the use of a variety of visual techniques to maintain
attention and calibrate feedback.
Session 3: Maintaining attention (2 hours): Using the voice non-verbally to maintain focus
and optimise communication. Positive verbal communication with practice based on
Chomsky’s analysis. Influencing behaviour through music. Practice and theory of the body
language aspects of the Group Mastery and learning to calibrate their feedback.
Session 4: Attending to individuals (2 hours): Understanding congruence and its
importance in optimal communication. Demonstration and practice of gesturing and its
influence in managing groups. The importance of breathing in management. Combining
voice tone and gestures to manage content presentation and enhance memorisation.
Session 5: Transitioning (2 hours): Effecting transitions between teacher and student
centred learning and vice-versa. Demonstration and practice of how to managing
individual students during seatwork Model and practice of how to discipline the whole
group.
Session 6: Charisma (2 hours): How to balance approachability and credibility. Review of
assessment. Observation and commentary on clips of experienced teachers at work.

ASSESSMENT & DEADLINES
Assessment tools


Moodle use
One online exercise
class week. (Total 6)

per

Deadline

Assessment criteria

%

End of Class
Management
Module

Content previewing

24



2 Management forum
Registers

End of Forum weeks
in Practicum 1 & 2

Written participation

16



Assignment: Film clip and
analysis report

One week after end
of Practicum.

15% for each of VAK/B
item analysis.

60
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Websites
- Reference website: http://tom.sinera.org/management
- Approachability / Credibility: facial first impressions
Research paper from York University, UK, giving facial images of the credible/approachable 'look'.
http://www.pnas.org/content/early/2014/07/23/1409860111.full.pdf

- APAC monograph on Class management:
http://www.apac.es/publications/monographs.html

- Beat per minute counter for music:
http://www.abyssmedia.com/bpmcounter/

- Content material
http://www.apac.es/classroom-resources
https:/www.facebook.com/apacelt

- Encyclopedia of Nlp
Information on all Nlp works, words and people.
http://nlpuniversitypress.com/

- Microexpressions facial test.
http://www.cio.com/article/2451808/careers-staffing/facial-expressions-test.html

- Mind mapping apps for Android & iOS
http://www.mindjet.com/mindmanager/features/mobile-mind-mapping/

- Non-verbal orchestral conducting by Leornard Bernstein https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=oU0Ubs2KYUI

- Test your intelligences
Check out your strongest intelligences. http://www.anglolang.com/uploads/MutipleIntelligencesCheck.doc

- Test your learning styles
V, A, K, can be used to determine learning style preferences. Try the test:
http://tinyurl.com/6zff6q

- Test your Memory for Faces
Online self-test to know how well you remember faces:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/science/humanbody/sleep/tmt/

- The nonverbals of public figures like Obama, Mas, Rajoy, Mourinho and Vilanova
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UUYcSwUYOpE

- Voice pitch study
Both men and women select male and female leaders with lower voices as preferred leaders:
http://tom.sinera.org/management/LinkedDocuments/Voice pitch study.doc

- VAK test from an Australian University
http://tinyurl.com/q5llkgt
-

Uptalk (Overuse of the approachable speech pattern.)

The habit of ending statements with a stress that makes them sound like questions.
http://www.bbc.com/news/magazine-28708526

Webinars

- Richard Bandler describes how Nlp is being applied in education.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BbfXGDpCNI8
- Tony Buzan demonstrates mind maps: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MlabrWv25qQ
- Michael Caine describes how blinking affects attention
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UTMRufBXhCY

- Antonio Damasio, neurologist, reveals that the mind uses sensory information to
construct maps of reality : http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IvBHBt26g28&NR=1
- Michael Grinder analyses David Cameron’s body language: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zw76DIQI4n4
- Merly Streep demonstrates how voice modulation affects the meaning of the most
banal texts. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A8TSBw5JiWE
- Neuroscience and Magic
Two neuroscientists explain how magicians direct our attention and suggest that
teachers could use similar attention strategies in class.
http://www.learner.org/courses/neuroscience/common_includes/si_flowplayer.html?
pid=2395

- One Minute Meditation
Relieve your stress by concentrating on your breathing for one minute.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RvsmBwOWozI
- Non-verbal communication – The Documentary
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kc2yRqat7q8
- Sandy Pentland & team explain how they measure body language:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VKGJ2tNnIBM&feature=related
- Ken Robinson on kinaesthetic learners:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tDVBoIIrHwU&feature=share
- Uses of blinking in acting: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EcESn2Ne-sQ

- Why do we blink so frequently? A Japanese scientific study on blinking.
http://blogs.smithsonianmag.com/science/2012/12/why-do-we-blink-so-frequently

